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The cdebruted ri-we-Rdinson-ThraU (Canad. J. Math. 6 (1954) 316-324) hook-lengths 
formula, counting the foung tableaux of a specified shape, is given a shart bijective proof. This 
proof was obtained by translating the elegant Greene-Nijenhuis-Wilf proof (Adv. in Math. 31 
(1979) f&l-109) into bijective language. 
0. Gettbg baked 
AYoungtableauofsha~A=(h,,...,A,),h,~A,~~==~A,>O,isanarray 
(dj: ‘IGiSWi, 1 GjG&) satisfying qj <*+lj and ej C= Rj+l (whenever applicable) 
such that every integer between 1 and n( = AI + l l l + A,,,) appears exactly once 
among its II entries. For example 
12 4 
3 6 10 
5 7 
8 9 
is a Young tableau of shape (3,3,2,2). 
The set of cells ((i, j) : 1 G i c m, 1 ~j < Ai} constituks the shape of the tableau, 
S(A), and for every cell (i, j) in S(A) we define its hook Hij by Hii = 
{(a,~)~S(A):a=i and 6a.f or cy 2 i and p = j}. The number of C&S in Hij is 
denoted by hii. 
Frame, Thrall and Robinson [l] proved that the number of Young tableaux of 
shape A, &, is given by 
For example, if A = (2,2), then 13 = 2 + 2 = 4 and 
HII =W, I), (1,2).. (2, IL)), h*1= 3, 
HI2 = w, 3, c& a*, h 2, 12 = 
Hz, = NZU, (2,2X+, h 2, 21= 
H’22 = KZ 2% h 1, 22 = 
0012-365XI84/$3.OQ @ 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
(1) 
l. A pointer tableau of shape A is an assignment of pointers to every 
cell of S(A) su&h that every oell -pints at some member of its hook. More 
formally, it is an array 
-A&V 3. A pointer tableau is strict if for every [& i) E S’(h) P(i, i) # Q, j), i.e., 
only corner cells point at themselves. 
The set of winter tableaux and s*tic~~ poiqter tableaux of shape A are denoted by 
P(A) and PJA) respectively. The set df Young’tablaux of shape A is denoted by 
S(A) and S,, is the set of prmutations on {I,. . .; n). ; 
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defined in Section 2.1. is c1 bijection and the mapping 
o(A) : S(h)x P(A) x x P!J&) -+ & x x sp,(p) 
CrEA *GA 
defined in Section 2.2 is its itawse. 
The hook-lengths formula is an immediate corollary since the theorem implies 
that 
and thus 
1 IsnIl x %idl= I5Wl Pwl 1 x %)I, 
wEh CrSh 
and so 
The proof of the theorem will consist in presenting the mappings w(A) and C(A). 
The proof that the algorithms describing m(A) and o(h) do what they claim to do 
is immediate while the proof that w(A) and a(A) are inverses of each other follows 
from the fact that o(A)‘s Step i (1s i G 6) undoes ?r(A)‘s Step 7-i and vice versa, 
and from the inductive hypothesis. 
For (a, a)~ S(A) let E& = & \(a, b). Let (cu, p) be a comer cell in S(A) and let 
(a, b) be any cell in S(A) for which a ~a and b s 0 the bijection 
p$ : ee IJ E& -+ e,, (establishing (hae - 1) + (.&, - 1) = &, - 1) is defined by 
The of .)‘f easily seen to given by 
of f$ its inverse is fsr of algorithms 
T(A) a(A). 
2. MjecUion and it8 invemef 
wsuning. Fadiarize yourself with the f$ ~:&Tined at the end of Section 1.. 
(2) The (4 j) entry of an array A is denoted .by 44 jl* .j : 
W CQ,Am K’ and rk; IQ,, is a skict pointer tableau of &ape p,, for every 
& SG k & is a pckter tabkau of shape A and Ti is a Young tableau of shape A. 
Sep 1. [Locate beginning of trii u+ig ,m,J &et (4% b) ‘Ibe the ra$h +l of S(A) 
obtained by scanning it as in ,&a&g. ?&@ish, i.e., m; J X1 i- 0 9 l +&+ + b. Let 
%_l be the reduced forrn of (m2,. -. , %j. 
Step 2. [find end of trip] PAI:~~ at (a_ !I) Mlow the pointers of PA getting a 
path (a, b) = (aI, b,) + (a,, h2) + l l 9 + (k, 6,,) = <(as jB.), where (a, /3) is a comer 
ML (Le., (q, bi) = PA(q..,, b.,J, .r’.= 2, . . . , m, &us &tker a = *._I and bi > bi,1 or 
. q, >a,-_, and bf = b,,,)' ,' / " .',Y 
Step 3. [Apply recu%ion:l Let h’ be the sh$e ;x w&h the cell (cy, @j deleted. 
;“T_ (cell) + (ar, 8). 
SW 6. [Get 7” Let Tk be the Young tableau. ob%~ed from TK by adjsining 
the cell (a, p) filled with ‘n’. 
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Step 1. bate comer cell (ar, l3 j and get Td LRt 7”, of shape 1, be the Young 
tableau obtained from Th by deleting ‘n’. Let (a: p) be the comer cell which have 
been thus removed (i.e., (a, p) = k \ i). 
Rep 2. FJpdate QA and KJ 
(a) @ocate cells in the ‘antihook’ of (ar, /3) which point at (a, p) in KJ Let 
(a, d3, l l l 9 (a, 4) = (ar, B), ad (‘=I, 81, . . .B (G @) = (a, f3) be the cells (x, y) for 
which K&z, y) = (ar, p). 
(b) [Initialize i and j] i * 1, j c- 1. 
(c) Find cell] I.& cell be such that 
K$Y-l(Qd~, 4)) E Xii, (Le., cell = (q, p) or (a, 4). 
K~(cd~) +”
Qh (cd0 if Q&W # !a; P), 
cell if QA(Cen) = (a, f3). 
(e) &Jtiate Q~G 4-h update (i, j)] If cell (q, (3) then QA(ci, dj) *- (G+~, 4) 
and i+i+l. If cell=&@ then Q&@+(c&+,) and jcj+l. 
(f) [clone?] If (q, di) # (a: 0) (i.e. i Cs or j C r) go to Step 2(c). 
Step 3. [Get Lp;L, &I, &] For p s A and & i set Pw +Qcl ; set Kli(q y) *- 
pc,(& Y), b,YkSm 
Step 4. [Apply recursion] Apply a(i) with (Q,JCIEx, 7“ and Kx to get (P,JcLsi 
and x,,_~. 
Step 5. [Find beginning of trip] Retrieve (cl, d,) from Step 2(a), call it (CL, b), 
that is (a, b) + ((cl, d,). 
Step 6. cr;ind m1 using beginning of trip] Let ml be such that (a, b) is the m,th 
cell encountered when ‘reading S(A) in English’ (i.e., ml = Al + l l l + A.,_ 1 + b). 
Let x,, be the permutation (ml, m2,. . . , m,) where (m2,. . . , m,,) is such that its 
reduced form is x,_~. 
3. Remmple 
Due to the enormous size of the input and output and to the recursive nature of 
the algorithm, it is impossible PO present a complete worked ou.t example of a 
non-trivial size. We will thus confine ourselves t3 an example of n-(h) where we 
arbitrarily prescribe the outcome of the recursive Step 3. 
Let A = (5,5,5,5,3) = (54, 3); then n = 23 and we want to apply w(h) tt9 
* (194 * (3.4) (2.3) 
* * 4 
454.3) = * * * (3:s) (4T5) 
* (4,4) * (4,s) (4,5) 
* * * 
and mffiS. 
Step 3. £= (5, 5, 5, 4, 3) = (5', 4, 3). 
yieh:led (O,,), ,~ and 
* * * 
K~ = K( .0 .~.3)= * " * - * 
* (4 ,3 )  * (4 ,4 )  
(2 ,5 )  * * * * * 
• * * * * * 
(3 ;5 )  and T~=.  • • • . ,  
, - , , • • 
whe~. again, the content of the ce~t filled,with ts tmmatenal and ~changed 
t lu~ghout the algorithm, " . " . 
,Ster~ 4. We get~ (O~),"v:' ~ (SS; 4, 3) and.set O¢s,.2)~PCs,.2) etc~ and ~init~alitze 
$~ 5. i=  1: (1 ,2) - , (1 ,4) ,  a2=at  so cdl,P-(4,2), 
Ots..s)(1, 2) ~ f l](4, 4) = (I, 4), 
O(s..s~(4, 2);~ (4,- 3), 
K(s,.3~(4, 2) ~-- (4, 5). 
t ~g 2.* (19 4)"* (3. 4), b2- bp+ so cell4--<(1, 5). 
: O(s,z)(1, 4),~ fl~(2, 5)~'~(2, 4)', 
O(s,. ~(I, 5) ÷- (2, 5), 
K~s,;~)(1, 5) ~-- (4, 5). 
i =21:  
i=4:  
(4 4~--, (3, 5), cen .~ (4.4), 
O~so:,~(3; 4)'~ f4"~(4;'5) ~:(3; 5); 
O(s,~(4, 4)'* -~ (4;.) (Since K(p~)(4,~4) =. (4, 4) a self pointer'); 
(3, 5)-~ (4; 5); ~,,~-,(3,:5); ~' 
4 3~ O~ .~(3, 5) ,--- f:,~(Qc:5-.:3~(3, 5)), 
0,s,.3~(3, 5) <-(4, 5) [-- (a, #)], ~ace, 
K.5:~)(3. 5)=(3,51, a self p~in~r. - " ~ 
r: *-(4, 5). : - 
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* (194) * (294) (295) 
f * * * 
Q (543) = * I * (39% (45, 
* (493) * (49 5) (4,s) 
I * * 
:C * * * (49% 
f * * * 
W(S4,~) = * * * * (4: 5. 
* (4,s * (495) (499 
* * * 
Step 6. 
**** 1 
T(,4*3 = * * * * * . 
9 * * * 23 
9 * 
We urge the reader to apply m(S4, 3) to the above output and verify that one 
gets the above input back. 
4. The pdst% objection and onr rebuttal 
The purist would object that OUT proof of n! = fA n bj was not purely bijective 
and that what we really proved was the fact n ! AA = fA n&AA, for some number 
AA. Td get n! = f* n h, we had to go through the algebraic (and hence manipula- 
tive) act of cancelling AA out. 
TO this we retort that the hook-lengths formula states that f* = n !/n hj and to 
get this from n ! = fA n hi also requires an algebraic manipulation. However, even 
if the original statement of the hook-lengths formula would have been n! = 
f1 Ifl hi,, there is nothing wrong in proving S,, xX,,~ P&L) -S(A) xP(h)x 
X,,, Ps(p) rather than S,, cb 9(h) x P(A), as long as the former is more elegant 
and gives more insight into the structure of Young tableaux and the properties of 
hooks. 
Indeed, it may happen that two sets A and B have the same cardinal@ without 
any apparent bijective reason. Then it often happens that theie exists another set 
C such that A x C and B x C have a very natural bijection. The introduction of 
the ‘catalizator’ C not only facilitates a bijective proof that \A! = fHi but often 
Left defelkse: Mm. I GoalieG Mr. 1 Right deferwe: Mr. 2 
Left wing: Mm 2 Ceuaer: Mr. 3 Right wing: Mrs. 3 
Goal+: Mm. 2’ 
I.&% defense: Mr. 2’ _ ’ Right defense: Mm. 3’ 
Left wing: Mr. 3’ Center: Mr. 1” Right wing: Mrs. 1’ 
If you wel;ie requested to give a bijective proof that the number of grem cmple~ 
equals the number of red muples, you would fZind no natural bijection 
(1,2,3} c;* (I’, 2’, 33. The mmml bijection is 
4r:{ndr., Mtrs.)+1,2,3)+{m.,Mrs.,)x{i’, 2’, 3’) 
given by #a(a) =the pemm in the red team having the same position is CL Thus 
n(Mr. 1) =MLrl;. 2’; w(Mlm 1)--l% 2’; etc. 
pvlany thanks are due to ref. Hank Fiore for teaching xne the rules of Hoc key. 
